OUTDOOR

Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS)
for Seamless Wireless Coverage

OUTDOOR WIRELESS COVERAGE
Operators around the world have successfully deployed BTI outdoor
DAS units to rapidly enable dense capacity in urban areas, or to extend coverage across challenging terrains.
BTI consistently pushes the envelope for maximum output power, and
power density (Watts per cubic litre). We provide convection-cooled
solutions up to 40W per band, and active-cooled remote units up to
80W per band. BTI’s modular design allows cost efficient “pay-as-yougrow” field upgrade scenarios important in today’s rapidly changing
environment.

		
Wireless
Coverage for:
United States
New York
− Yonkers/Mount Vernon
− Manhattan & Staten Island
− Long Island

BTI provides equipment for extensive outdoor DAS networks for
operators in North America, EMEA, Asia-Pacific and Oceania.

California
− Pasadena & Rose Bowl
− Santa Clarita & Thousand Oaks
− Inland Empire
− Palm Springs

BENEFITS OF BTI OUTDOOR DAS SOLUTIONS

Michigan
− Flint & Farmington Hills

• Best-in-class linear amplifiers
• Only single-band 80 watt solution in the market for high-power DAS
• Supports all common, worldwide frequency bands — including
FDD and TDD formats
• Compatible with 2G, 3G & 4G LTE (MIMO and SISO)
• Delivers ultimate flexibility — modular architecture allows mix of
20, 40 & 80 watt remotes in the same chassis

About Us: As

global experts in wireless communication, BTI Wireless
(BTI) continually delivers innovative solutions that allow mobile users worldwide to experience reliable coverage in the highest-profile, highest-capacity
and hardest-to-cover public, private and government facilities. BTI prides
itself on its technology expertise, designing and manufacturing products that
include high-performance power amplifiers, DAS, small cells, and other RF
subsystems. Founded in 1999, the privately held company is headquartered
in Cypress, California with offices across the Americas and Asia-Pacific.

SE Asia & Australia
Australia
− Sydney Harbour Bridge
Pillippines
− Dasmarinas Village

For more information about
BTI Wireless DAS solutions:

btiwireless.com
sales@btiwireless.com
+1 714.230.8333
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